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Biosphere meets Technosphere – at the Neonyt Fashion 
Show on 23 June 2022 at Atelier Lihotzky 

Fashion inspired by nature and technology: in an exclusive fashion show on 23 
June 2022, Neonyt and presenting partner Dr. Hauschka will be showing 
progressive and trend-setting looks under the motto "Biosphere-Technosphere" at 
Atelier Lihotzky in Frankfurt's East end district. 

Frankfurt am Main, 01.06.2022. Featuring the future of sustainable fashion: On 

Thursday, 23 June 2022 at 8 p.m., Neonyt hosts an exclusive fashion show at Atelier 

Lihotzky in Frankfurt's East end district to kick off the Neonyt Lab. This year's theme of the 

show is "Biosphere-Technosphere". The focus is thus on the connection of nature with the 

elements of water, air and earth with everything that humans create – from infrastructure 

to architecture, industrial agriculture and the digital world. The combination of these 

seemingly controversial topics spans the arc to our current earth age, the Anthropocene, 

in which humans have become one of the most important influencing factors on the 

biological, geological and atmospheric processes on earth.  

Nature vs. technology 

During the Neonyt Fashion Show, various multi-brand looks are staged – from small 

independent brands and newcomer labels to internationally established brands and 

designer pieces, curated by renowned stylist Claudia Hofmann. The Biosphere theme 

complex presents fashion and textiles inspired by nature and its elements while the 

Technosphere theme focuses on circular economy and recycling.  

The best of both worlds 

Under the title "Biosphere-Technosphere", the Neonyt Fashion Show combines themes 

that at first glance seem contradictory and thus raise questions. The audience is invited to 

embark on a journey in which the nature of the earth, its elements and the resulting 

regenerative approaches are combined with ideas from the digital world, resulting in new 

dimensions and networked systems – for a revolution in the fashion industry. The event is 

being realised together with natural cosmetics brand and presenting partner Dr. 

Hauschka. Creative direction is by studio MM04. 

 

After the show, which starts at 8 p.m., there will be a get-together for all invited guests on 

the eleventh floor with a view of the skyline, drinks, snacks and music to round off the 

evening together.  



 

Neonyt Installation AW22, ©Mario Stumpf/Sascha Priesters 

Frankfurt Fashion Week – shows sustainable Fashion, Design & Art 

In the week from 20 to 26 June 2022, the city of Frankfurt am Main will be dominated by 

sustainable fashion, design & art. Numerous events will take place throughout the city 

under the umbrella brand Frankfurt Fashion Week. Exhibitions, fashion shows, talks, 

presentations and open studios invite all interested citizens to explore and experience 

fashion and all topics related to sustainable design. Frankfurt Fashion Week thus also 

offers a marketing platform for the regional fashion and design scene as well as the 

cultural and creative industries. Parallel to Frankfurt Fashion Week, Messe Frankfurt is 

organising the Neonyt Lab from 24 to 26 June 2022 in the Union Halle, which is aimed at 

consumers and fashion professionals interested in sustainability. In addition, from 21 to 24 

June 2022, Messe Frankfurt will be bringing together the globally oriented B2B events 

Techtextil, Texprocess and Heimtextil Summer Special, which will highlight themes of 

particular relevance to the international fashion and living sector. Frankfurt Fashion Week 

is a multi-layered, easily accessible and cross-generational offer of the city of Frankfurt 

am Main.  

The Neonyt Lab will take place from 24 to 26 June 2022 at Union Halle in Frankfurt am 

Main. 

Visitor ticket: 

neonyt.com/ticket 

Press accreditation: 

neonyt.com/accreditation 

Press releases & images: 

www.neonyt.com/press 

Social media: 

Instagram: instagram.com/neonyt.fashion 

Facebook: facebook.com/Neonyt.fashion 

https://visitortickets.messefrankfurt.com/ticket/de/ticket_select.html?reset_remove_personalized_tickets=true&_appshop=mf_tap20160620_1992
https://presseakkreditierung.messefrankfurt.com/pac/en/login.html
http://www.neonyt.com/presse
https://www.instagram.com/neonyt.fashion/?hl=de
https://www.facebook.com/Neonyt.fashion


LinkedIn: linkedin.com/showcase/neonyt/ 

YouTube: youtube.com/c/NeonytFashion 
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Background information on Messe Frankfurt  

The Messe Frankfurt Group is the world’s largest trade fair, congress and event organiser with its own exhibition 

grounds. The Group employs approximately 2,300* people at its headquarters in Frankfurt am Main and in 30 

subsidiaries around the world. In 2021, the company had to contend with the challenges posed by the pandemic for 

the second consecutive year. Annual sales will be approximately €140* million after having been as high as €736 

million in 2019 before the pandemic. Even in difficult times caused by the coronavirus pandemic, we are globally 

networked with our industry sectors. We have close ties with our industry sectors and serve our customers’ business 

interests efficiently within the framework of our Fairs & Events, Locations and Services business fields. One of the 

Group’s key USPs is its closely knit global sales network, which extends throughout the world. Our comprehensive 

range of services – both onsite and online – ensures that customers worldwide enjoy consistently high quality and 

flexibility when planning, organising and running their events. We are expanding our digital expertise with new 

business models. The wide range of services includes renting exhibition grounds, trade fair construction and 

marketing, personnel and food services. Headquartered in Frankfurt am Main, the company is owned by the City of 

Frankfurt (60 percent) and the State of Hesse (40 percent).  

For more information, please visit our website at: www.messefrankfurt.com 

* Preliminary figures for 2021 
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